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An elementary proof is given for the number of convex polyominos of perimeter 2m =t 4. 
Let +4 denote the number of nonisomo 
perimeter 2m + 4, m 3 2. elest and Viennot [2] 
olyominos with 
P h+4 = (2nr + 7)2ti-4 - 4(2ne - 3,(ZJ. 
The aim of this paper is to gi-w- arkan elementary proof of the above result. me 
proof will use three basic facts: (1) the number of pairs of non-crossing lattice 
paths in the plane, (2) the binomial theorem, and (3) Vandermonde’s summation 
theorem. 
A polyoiiiino in 2 is a union of a finite number of closed squares of the form 
[i, i + l] X [j, j + 1 for integers i and j, whose interior is connected in the usual 
topology of R2. A convex polyomino in R2 is a polyominw whose intersection with 
any horizontal or vertical line is connected. Given two poiyominos P and Q, we 
say that P is komorphic to Q if, and only if, P is a translation of Q. 
Let Q be a convex polyomino of pcrithleter 2m + 4. Then there is a unique 
integer k, 0 < k 6 m, such ;Ls: &J can be @ansOaPed inside the rectangle 
[cl, k -I- I] X [O, FW - k =i- i]. ]En fact, k -%- 1is the “width” of the poiyomino 
et Ph+4 denote the number of such convex polyo 
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Fig. 1. 
lattice paths I&, L2, L3, and L,+ They are (see Fig. 2) 
Ll, from (a,, 1) to (1, bl), 
L4,from(Q,b,+l)to(k-az,m-k+l), 
4, (k+l-a*,m--k)to(k,m-kkl-bb2),and 
L3, from (k + 1, m - k - b2) to (a, + 1,O). 
a- = 0 (or bi = 0), then bi = 0 (or ai = 1 0), and we consider the lattice path Li as a 
s a wnvex polyomino, the lattice paths L1 and L2 do not 
tersect, and neithe o L3 and L4. The number of pairs of nonintersecting 
a 2 x 2 determinant, whose entries are binomial 
n the endpoints [3]. This yields 
k izl+az+m-2k-2 
2??8+4= 
OGUiSk m-k-l > 
b,-tb,+2k-m-2 
k-1 
-s 
k+l-a2 
m-k+ 1
(2) 
k+l 
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=b,=b,=Qte 
the a1 =b1=QoraZ=b2=Qte 
and the sum in (2) for ai and bi ird term can be split 
terms; the fourth of which is zero, since the sum of the nume 
the binomial coefficients is (a, + a2 + m - 2k - 2) + (6, + 
( m-al - a2) + (m - bl - b2) = 2m - 4, while the sum of the 
rameters is (m -k-l)+(k-l)+(m-++P)+(k+1)=2m. 
_ terms S& &, and Ss. 
now proceed to simplify Z&, S3, S,, and Ss using andermonde’s summation 
theorem [l] 
where (A),=A(A+l)=e(A+n-1). e b-sum for & is evaluable by 
Vandermonde’s theorem to 
e bl and b2 sums can be evaluated for S3 to obtain 
m-aI+a2-1 
m-k-l 
=&. 
am 
For S. we evaluate the a2 and b2 sums 
2k-s,cb,- 1’ 2(m-k)+al-bl-I - 
bl - 1 >( a1 -1 
=S”. 
r Ss we evaluate the a2 and b1 su 
2 
e 
= . 
k 
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For $ Vandermonde’s theorem gives 
“,“-i’) - (:--;)] = 
which clearly i lies 
s2 . (4) 
Or S4 first we replace a1 by k+l-a,, and bl by m-k+l-b,, then 
Vandermonde’s theorem gives 
( 2m-2 > = ID 
altbl~l 
m+-a,+6~-2 & 4* 
is sum is easily evaluated from the binomial theorem, by letting cw - iii + bl, 
and su ing on ay fro 2 to m. The result is 
r Ss the k-sum yields 
2m-2 
al,b+l m+al+b2+2 
which similarly gives 
p-1 - (n~+3)(“,“_;)/2-2(““,-~)-(~~~~)= (6) 
at remains is S3, which is somew at more compkted. Put 
0 * 
e’s theorem, the a = 0 part of (*) gives (~_~“)(Bw - 3). For 
1 by multiplying by 2. The k-sum is 
eore at 
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would like to tha 
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